Zwift Further Experiences

Heart Rate Monitor (HRM)
After a couple of months of almost continuous use,
my 4 month old Garmin HRMDual became
temperamental. Sometimes it worked immediately; on
one occasion it only started working 1.5 hours into a
ride  as demonstated by this image.
Zwift inride chat has also been critical of Garmin.
A recommendation was a CooSpo HRM available
from Amazon: 
£20 Bluetooth only
£30 Bluetooth and ANT+
Guessing it would take Garmin a stack of time to
attend to my issue, Amazon came to my rescue in
less than 2 days.
At the same time I purchased a CooSpo combined
speed and cadence sensor. I have replaced the
magnetless Garmin speed and cadence sensors with
this combined magnet sensor. So far so good  and I
get the impression the ingame lag has improved.
The combined sensor arrangement is more seamless
than individual sensors, as the combined unit
appears to broadcast one signal, rather than two.
To summarise; HRM, speed and cadence sensors: 
CooSpo £40
Garmin £110

Classic vs Smart Trainers (cont'd)
Classic
Cheap
Simple
Reliable

Smart
Having spent a lot of time investigating
smart trainers, my current opinion is that
they have none of the qualities
attributable to classic trainers.

My overriding thought currently is the 80/20 rule; that is 80% of the benefits for
20% of the cost.
To be continued..............
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Group Rides
The ride leader is identified by the
yellow beacon as the top image. The
beacon will stay this shape if you are
within about five seconds. However
if you drop too far behind, the
beacon changes to two vertical
yellow lines as the lower image.
Slowing deliberately, as I did to take
this screenshot, should enable you
to catch up fairly easily. If you find
yourself in this position involuntarily,
it will be extremely difficult to catch
up as you do not benefit from the
draft of being in a group. On a large
ride (200 plus) you won't be alone.
Ride with others around you to
complete the event rather than quit.
The main issue I have found with
group rides is that you soon get to
know those rides where the leader
sticks to the advertised pace. I can
recommend PACK rides for Cat D riders, which are either 1.3  1.6w/kg or 1.6  1.9w/kg.
It is not always clear from the events schedule on the Companion app whether there will be
a leader  rides without a leader tend to be a free for all.

Ride Ons
Ride Ons are a major social feature of Zwift, being
similar to Strava kudos. The Heads Up display will
notify you when you receive a Ride On. You can
respond immediately by tapping the white circle in
the map view of the Companion App. This will
give Ride Ons to the nearest five riders.
However tapping this white circle will also include
riders travelling in the opposite direction. You can
therefore receive a Ride On from such a rider.
Looking at the list of Zwifters aiming to respond
will be fruitless as the list only shows those riders
travelling in your direction.
Therefore, if you cannot immediately see the
rider's name amongst those closest to you,
assume the Ride On was from a rider travelling in
the opposite direction.
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Chain Wear
I assumed chain wear would be much
reduced due to the indoor
environment. Wrong. A new 7speed
chain stretched beyond the 1mm
mark on my chain gauge after 2,700
miles on the turbo. My earlier use of a
spin bike used a hub gear therefore
the chain line did not vary and a
(similar) chain never wore out over
thousands of miles. I therefore
conclude the wear was due to the
natural misalignment of derailleur
gears.
I was expecting a new chain to skip
on the worn cassette, but it was just
fine. In real life when I have "allowed" a chain to stretch this far, a new chain would generally
"skip" on the teeth of one or two sprockets of the existing cassette. So why was this
different? I think it is down to using a close ratio cassette. I use the full range of sprockets
when Zwifting and therefore I guess the wear is equalised more so than in real life.

The following items are page fillers
1) Your avatar helpfully
reminds you to take a drink
at regular intervals.
However, I haven't noticed
this prompt when riding the
time trial bike.

2) Riding on Zwift accumulates experience points (XP) which get you to higher levels. (You
start at level 1 and 50 is currently the top level.) Here is an article on how to accumulate
points at a faster rate. You also earn "drops" which is Zwift's currency which can be used to
buy faster frames and wheels  this is the number in the blue box, top centre of your
dashboard.
Ken Miller
10 January 2021
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